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Navigating Risk: Understanding the Impact of the Conflict on Children and Young People in Northern Ireland
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20 years on from the 1994 ceasefires, Northern Ireland is a markedly safer place for children and young people to grow up. However, for a significant number, growing up in post-conflict Northern Ireland has brought with it continued risks and high levels of marginalization. Many young people growing up on the sharp edge of the transition have continued to experience troubling levels of poverty, lower educational attainment, poor standards of childhood health and sustained exposure to risk laden environments. Reflecting upon interdisciplinary research carried out since the start of the ‘transition’ to peace, this paper emphasizes the impact that embedded structural inequalities continue to have on the social, physical, mental and emotional well-being of many children and young people. In shining a light on the enduring legacy of the conflict, this paper moves to argue that greater attention needs to be given to the ongoing socio-economic factors which result in limited lifetime opportunities, marginalization and sustained poverty for many young people growing up in ‘peacetime’ Northern Ireland.

As Northern Ireland enters its 20th year since the pivotal 1994 paramilitary ceasefires, this is a fitting time to take stock of the progress that has been made and to assess the evolvement from seemingly intractable conflict to relatively peaceful co-existence. However, shining a light on progress exposes from the shadows the residual negative impact the conflict continues to have on certain populations, including children and young people. Whereas 20 years on from the ceasefires, Northern Ireland is a markedly safer place in which to grow up,¹ for a significant number of those living on the sharp edge of the transition, particularly marginalised or ‘at risk’ children and young people, the everyday lived experience of growing up in post-conflict Northern Ireland is less optimistic. Troubling levels of childhood poverty, lower educational attainment, poor standards of childhood health, sustained exposure to risk laden environments, including ad hoc experience of inter community violence have become daily norms filling the risky void in which the ethno-sectarian conflict once operated. Although, the 1998 Belfast/Good Friday Agreement created the
opportunity for a more stable and peaceful Northern Ireland, for a significant number of children and young people, this transition to peace has brought further marginalisation, increased social exclusion and exposure to hazardous environments. All of which leads to the suggestion that, despite the absence of violent political conflict, for some growing up in the ‘new’ Northern Ireland remains both challenging and dangerous.

Reflecting upon the existing literature which has taken as its focus the impact of the conflict on childhood development in Northern Ireland, we will argue that growing up during this transitional period poses additional challenges, concluding that for many ‘at risk’ or marginalised youth the very notion of a post-conflict or transitional Northern Ireland is moot. The risk factors associated with growing up during intense periods of the conflict itself have been documented and explored extensively in the literature. Notwithstanding the importance of research thus far which highlights the on-going impact of growing up amidst sporadic inter community violence, residential segregation, or exposure to paramilitarism, we echo the views of earlier research on Northern Irish youth cultures and argue that these issues continue to be grounded in deeply embedded structural problems including life opportunities and poverty.

Discussions that frame the lives of children and young people growing up in Northern Ireland primarily in terms of their fears surrounding inter community violence with the perceived ‘other’ mask the underlying social problems that the post-agreement era has failed to take hold of (despite continuous policy attempts), including inter alia: high levels of childhood poverty, high rates of drug/substance abuse amongst marginalised youth, and lower levels of educational attainment, many of which can be linked to childhood depression or poor mental health. On Monday 17th June 2013, President Obama addressed a packed Waterfront Hall in Belfast’s much transformed city centre. Just over 2000 audience members, including many school children, listened on as the President spoke of the great strides Northern Ireland has made and the enduring legacy of the peace process on the lives of children and young people growing up in the region.

... while you have unique challenges of your own, you also have unique reasons to be hopeful. For you are the first generation in this land to inherit more than just the hardened attitudes and the bitter prejudices of the past. You’re an inheritor of a just and hard-earned peace. You now live in a thoroughly modern Northern Ireland (Barack Obama, June 2013, Waterfront Hall Belfast)

The President also spoke of choice, calling on young people to choose peaceful pathways in their transitions into adult life as opposed to returning to the violence of the past. However, for many the possibility of choice is absent from their daily lives. At the time of this presidential visit, the authors were undertaking research with young people growing up in some of the most marginalised communities in Belfast. This ongoing research is part of a unique long-term longitudinal study funded by the USA National Institutes of Health (NIH), and the Office of First Minister and Deputy First Minister (OFMDFM), Northern Ireland. The primary concern of the study is a multi-faceted
assessment of the inter-connected relations between sectarian conflict and violence and family and community life in Belfast, including the social needs, mental health and good relations between Catholic and Protestant youth in deprived areas of Belfast. The project includes quantitative surveys with mothers and children and qualitative focus groups and semi-structured interviews with children and young people. Although this research is ongoing, it is apparent that growing up in a post conflict society continues to have significant impact on the lives of young people, particularly in regards to their well-being, lifetime opportunities and mental health. In particular, findings demonstrate high levels of emotional and mental health issues including a prevalence of low self-esteem, an appreciation and knowledge of self-harm and/or suicide and high levels of alcohol and substance misuse.

Although it is not our intention to detail our findings here, it is useful for the purpose of this paper to highlight that one of the key insights emanating from this current research is that the children and young people in the sample were more likely to suffer physical/verbal/emotional abuse from members of their ‘own’ community as opposed to members of the ‘other’ community, leading to the suggestion that actual risk from within is more pronounced than the perceived risk from the outside. This is important, not least because the aim of this paper is to evaluate the continued risks that young people growing up in Northern Ireland have had to endure since the ‘formal’ cessation of paramilitary activity in 1994. We argue, as others have in recent times that the residual impact of the conflict on the lives of young people growing up during this so-called period of transition is an escalation in poor childhood mental health, with research pointing to higher levels of childhood depression and suicide throughout Northern Ireland. However, we move to suggest that by shining a light on the residual impact of the conflict, it is apparent that greater attention needs to be given to on-going and continued structural inequalities including poverty and limitations to lifetime opportunities that children growing up in some of the most marginalized communities experience in their daily lives.

The Challenges of ‘Transition within Transition’ and the Interpretation of Risk

Considered to be one of the most important issues in any post-conflict period of reconstruction, the impact of the “troubles” has been most acutely felt by vulnerable or ‘at risk’ groups, including children and young people. Cummings et. al. note that;

The effects on children of political violence are matters of international concern, with negative outcomes…including heightened aggression and violence, anxiety, depression, post-traumatic stress, somatic complaints, poor school performance, and engagement in political violence.

International research conducted in other conflict-impacted regions suggests that adverse childhood experiences, particularly those gained during a period of wartime instability and protracted conflict, can lead to health (including mental health) problems in adult life.
studies in conflict or post-conflict regions argue that regardless of whether or not children and young people are directly exposed to traumatic events, very few are ‘spared the osmotic effects of the militarization of the society as a whole.’ In Northern Ireland, children and young people face a higher risk (almost 25% higher than the UK average), of having mental ill health, a fact that is considered linked to the increased risk factors which children and young people are forced to negotiate during their transition to adulthood whilst living in a society moving away from serious conflict.

Interpretations of risk have readily been used by social scientists involved in primary research on issues related to mapping childhood development and the transition from adolescent to adult life. Scholars have found the term a particularly useful lens through which to measure the challenges related to adolescent transition towards adult life, and the concomitant dangers associated therein. As a term with interdisciplinary appeal, ‘risk’ has been subjected to the widest possible interpretation, with Dwyer suggesting, ‘(risk)...is a more heterogeneous concept than is sometimes acknowledged.’ Further interpretations have noted the term is used to ‘denote a phenomenon that has the potential to deliver substantial harm, whether or not the probability of this harm eventuating is estimable.’

The transition of western societies towards a post-modern, ‘risk-laden’ environment has brought with it additional hurdles that young people seek to successfully navigate in a challenging period of transition and in moving from adolescent dependency to adult independence. This period of growth and development presents young people with choices to make, with the journey into adulthood involving a wide variety of routes, many of which appear to have uncertain outcomes. These uncertain outcomes, however, are often unevenly felt and links have been drawn between successful navigation of societal risk and socio-economic position of a child or young person within society. Marginalised or ‘at risk’ children and young people are often confronted with additional uncertainty which is linked to their level of social exclusion, lack of disposable income, or as a result of the socio-economic status of the areas in which they grow up. It is argued that these ‘structural determinants and manifestations of social exclusion, political disillusionment and economic marginalisation’ are amongst just some of the risks faced by societies most vulnerable and marginalised young people. So to Schoon who concludes:

Children reared in deprived or disadvantaged circumstances are at increased risk of adverse developmental outcomes ranging from educational underachievement and behavioural problems to adjustment problems in later life, such as low occupational status and poor health.

Whereas these risks may be shared by marginalised children and young people growing up in the rest of the United Kingdom, the residual impact of living in a post-conflict environment adds an additional layer of risk to a young person’s already uncertain move towards adulthood. Numerous studies have found that exposure to sporadic acts of inter-community violence, the threat of paramilitary recruitment, the impact of residential segregation, the negotiation of risky
spaces and dangerous interfaces, all remain significant impacting factors in the daily lives of children and young people in Northern Ireland. Although Northern Ireland has witnessed an end to the conflict, for many children and young people, growing up in a post conflict society remains a challenging prospect.

Exposure to Conflict-Related Violence and the Navigation of Risks

As a society characterised by division in terms of spatial residence, education, and community interaction, the lives of young people continue to be influenced as a direct result of the legacy of the conflict. Exposure to conflict related violence and the subsequent impact this has on children’s lives has been a central concern for research emanating from Northern Ireland. Many researchers espouse the view that one should assess the effect of sustained violence and disruption on the lives of children and young people in order to garner a deeper understanding of the lasting impact of conflict in general. Various studies focus on the nature of violent incidents children and young people are regularly exposed to, including witnessing conflict-related violence first hand, hearing about the violent act, and/or being exposed to violence through alternative outlets such as the media. The likelihood of childhood exposure to personal physical harm or secondary trauma through loss of a loved one has been the subject of interdisciplinary scholarly analysis. It has been recorded that the number of young people (18 years of age and under) killed during the period 1969-2003, as 274, with an additional 629 people aged between 18 and 21 killed. Hansson draws attention to the impact that the conflict had on children and young people by outlining that almost a third (32%) of 14-18 year olds growing up during ‘the troubles’ witnessed someone being killed or seriously injured. Studies have noted that the likelihood of experiencing such traumatic events or being exposed to the risk of such an eventuality occurring was heavily dependent upon a number of additional and at times interlinked factors, including one’s socio-economic status, religion, neighbourhood, and gender.

As active participants, young people, and in particular young men, played a prominent role in inter-community and paramilitary violence. Many of these active participants grew up in urban areas of Belfast and Derry/Londonderry and came from lower socio-economic backgrounds. Similarly, young men were more likely to be ‘at risk’ from sectarian incidents or attacks. With the onset of peace and transition away from conflict, the risk of serious harm as a result of conflict related violence has unsurprisingly diminished with the number of childhood (18 years and under) fatalities since 1994 dropping to 22. As such, there no longer exists a tangible risk of death or serious injury from political violence, despite the on-going inter-community conflict that flares up at designated times throughout the year.

Notwithstanding the relative absence of conflict-related violence, children and young people growing up in Northern Ireland continue to be exposed to high levels of violence. Findings published in the 2006/2007 Northern Ireland Crime Survey reveal that children and young people continue to experience violent incidents, be exposed to violent scenarios, or engage in violent
activity, more so than their adult counterparts and particularly in areas where social deprivation remains high. In Northern Ireland, violent incidents recorded are regularly sub-categorised as either ‘normal’ and/or ‘sectarian’, a distinction which, Jarman argues, is difficult to make. Nevertheless, the point remains that children and young people are most ‘at risk’ of experiencing serious and violent crime, some of which it can be argued will be conflict related.

Other research studies have focussed on issues related to transferred trauma, analysing the indirect impact of violence and assessing whether children and young people born into a culture of violence could themselves be affected. In the immediate aftermath of the 1994 paramilitary ceasefires, research found that children and young people could become traumatised as a result of bearing ‘witness (to)…violent events indirectly… listening to others talk about violence, … or know relatives who have been traumatized.’ Ten years later in 2004, research found that this trans-generational trauma continued to impact on ‘children’s education, their mental health and their ability to participate in society.’ Other studies point to a potential intergenerational knowledge transfer of conflict related incidents, noting that interactions between children and adult victims of conflict related violence can lead to a continuation in ‘the social and psychological legacy of the “Troubles”’. More recent data presented on young people’s trans-generational issues reported that young people sampled found that ‘the troubles related experiences of their families had a greater impact on them than the troubles related events they had personally experienced.’

Navigating Risky Environments: Peace-walls, Paramilitaries and Poverty

As noted, for a significant number of children and young people growing up in Northern Ireland, living in segregated communities is their normality and Belfast, as the capital city, provides a visible example of this everyday residential segregation. Since the 1994 ceasefires, Belfast has witnessed an increased presence of ‘peace-walls’ and separation fences (also referred to as interfaces) designed to keep the two dominant communities living in the city spatially segregated. These interface areas, have become significant physical boundaries in a young person’s life and assume great importance in terms of identity construction. Connolly and Healy argue that children as young as 10 years of age have a strong sense of attachment to their separate areas and are aware of the risks posed by venturing beyond these boundaries. Interface areas are considered places ‘within which fear and avoidance of the ethnic “other” are commonplace and daily occurrences.’

Young people’s management of what Leonard refers to as ‘sectarian space’ is an important contributory factor to the risks associated with growing up in post-conflict Belfast. Negotiating safe and risky spaces has become commonplace for a growing number of urban youth. Leonard’s work on young people’s decision making and risk management on the interface has shown that ‘teenagers negotiate movement across different types of space… their immediate geographical environment is dependent on its location within wider political, social and cultural
Leonard’s focus on risky environments has revealed that children and young people growing up alongside or nearby one of Belfast’s ever expanding interface areas experience problems on a daily basis related to their personal safety.

Other research has focussed on drawing links between residential segregation, interface areas, and youth experience of violence. This experience of engaging in predominantly low-level violence includes inter-community conflict with children and young people from the ‘other’ side and exposure to paramilitary activity. Research has shown that those living in close proximity to an interface continue to engage in *ad hoc* outbreaks of violence, particularly at certain moments throughout the year, i.e. the marching season in the summer months. Far from being merely ‘something to do’ when bored, research has found that young people’s participation in this activity ‘was imbued with political undertones.’ Findings from Leonard’s research with a cross-community sample of Belfast teenagers challenge the view that engagement in this form of anti-social behaviour was apolitical. Use of the term ‘recreational’ was significantly disputed by views expressed by the young people in her research. What often starts as little more than ‘abusive banter among relatively young children’ has the potential to escalate into serious skirmishes, with the police force becoming the shared target on both sides. Therefore, this form of violent activity more often than not has core latent sectarian undertones.

Experiencing and exposure to such events is often accompanied with feelings of fear, mistrust, anxiety, stress, and worry amongst children and young people living near or alongside interface areas which has undoubtedly impacted upon the mental well-being of those young people affected. Other studies have attempted to document the on-going impact of exposure to paramilitary groups as custodians of justice in the community. Despite the formal ‘cessation of operations’, paramilitary groups continue to have an omnipresent position in many communities across Northern Ireland. In recent times, there has been an increase in paramilitary style policing including attacks and intimidation, particularly against young people in various communities. Research points to continued paramilitary style attacks and the associated threat to the well-being of children and young people, as well as the continued paramilitary recruitment of youth. Smith argues there exist complex and ever changing opinions among young people towards paramilitaries in their area, the threat they pose to their community, and the risks associated with becoming involved in paramilitary activity.

Notwithstanding the findings of important research studies that highlight young people’s negative views on paramilitary groups, believing them to arbitrarily punish young people for perceived anti-social behaviour, other work suggests that certain young people view the groups ‘as cool, having status and being potential role models for young people’. Harland’s in-depth analysis of marginalised young men (aged 13-16) and in particular their experience of paramilitary activity and perception of paramilitarism points to a mixed attitude to their presence in the community. Despite high levels of negativity (with 90% of those interviewed living in fear of paramilitary violence), paramilitary involvement was considered an inevitable risk of growing up in certain areas.
When combined with a range of other factors, including poverty, inequality, social exclusion, or disillusionment with the post-conflict environment, the risks associated with becoming involved with paramilitary groups were not readily considered, with the result being a greater propensity or likelihood to become involved in political violence. Perhaps unsurprisingly, areas which have been categorised as most socially deprived are also places where children and young people risk being exposed to serious outbreaks of political violence. As McAloney et. al. have suggested, ‘research consistently identifies strong links between neighbourhood disadvantage and participation in or exposure to violent or criminal acts’. Muldoon notes that ‘deep social divisions generally accompany political violence; most areas of conflict are particularly affected by other social ills such as poverty, deprivation, sectarianism, or racism.’ Recent research conducted by Hargie et. al. outlines that young people living in areas of high social deprivation ‘are at the cutting edge of the divisions that have blighted Northern Ireland.’ Commonly held assumptions such as the chronic shortage of employment opportunities for young people living in ‘ghettoized’ communities, lack of educational attainment, poor family structure are often cited as important reasons as to why young people feel socially excluded.

Links between poverty, low educational attainment, social deprivation and poor mental health have been well documented in academic research and governmental policy papers. Recent research published by Save the Children outlined that more than 1 in 4 children in Northern Ireland live in poverty (almost double the UK average), with 1 in 10 living in extreme poverty. Hillyard, et. al. outline that there exists ‘a strong, but complex, relationship between poverty and conflict.’ The argument advanced by a number of scholars is that by living in these areas young people are at risk of being socially excluded and removed from the benefits of living in Northern Ireland’s transition away from conflict.

**Growing up in Northern Ireland: 20 Years after the Ceasefires**

As has been documented above, there exists a vast array of literature that has sought to analyse the impact of the conflict upon the lives of children and young people growing up in Northern Ireland. Studies have focussed on the impact of community segregation, on-going sporadic acts of inter-community violence, exposure to paramilitary groups, to name only a few. Much of the research demonstrates that for many children and young people ‘the notions of ‘post conflict’ or ‘transition’ are distant possibilities as sectarianism entrenches hatred for the ‘other’, physically as well as psychologically and culturally.

Research has continued to highlight the residual impact of the conflict, specifically in relation to continued segregation and division between communities. In 2011 the Belfast Interface Project released findings which noted an incremental rise in ‘peace walls’ (from 88 to 99) between 2008- 2011. More recent figures published in 2013 illustrate the continued impact of residential segregation and points to the continuous rise in the building of the somewhat oxymoronic ‘peace walls’. Evidently, post-conflict Northern Ireland continues to be an environment in which segregation and division between the two main communities remains a key feature and that
children born in these areas subsequently suffer the effects of limited contact with their neighbours, fear and suspicion being the residual effects of communal division from such a young age.

But what of ‘non-conflict’ related risks associated with childhood transition in Northern Ireland? Analysis of policy reports, including *The Northern Ireland Peace Monitoring Report, The 10 Year Strategy for Children and Young People, ‘Our Children and Young People – Our Pledge’, Lifetime Opportunities (LTO) – Anti-Poverty and Social Inclusion Strategy*, to name only a few, draw attention to other factors that impact on the well-being of children and young people, including levels of childhood poverty, youth unemployment, educational achievement, and wellbeing and (un)happiness.

With regard to levels of social deprivation and economic hardship, alarmingly a number of areas in Northern Ireland rank amongst the top twenty highest in terms of levels of childhood poverty in the United Kingdom. Data collected and interpreted from tax records in February 2013 revealed that the parliamentary constituency of West Belfast ranks second highest behind Manchester Central in terms of childhood poverty. When one considers the link between social deprivation and other factors such as educational attainment, youth employment, and social exclusion, it follows that marginalised young people growing up in Northern Ireland continue to negotiate risk and uncertainty in their everyday lives despite the reduction in serious ethno-sectarian conflict.

Despite having areas ranking amongst the highest in terms of economic deprivation and childhood poverty in the UK, Northern Ireland will be unable to avoid the impact of financial cut backs to the Welfare Reform Bill. Notwithstanding political protestation, it is likely that £600 million will be shaved from the £4 billion Welfare bill. As is consistent across the United Kingdom, the cuts will disproportionately attack those already suffering marginalisation, primarily children and young people from socially deprived backgrounds, making the move from adolescence into adulthood increasingly uncertain and risky. Furthermore, the inequality gap between the richest and poorest in society will continue to increase. It is hard to see how any reduction in welfare will avoid further increasing childhood unemployment and thus poverty, all of which will most likely impact upon the lifetime opportunities, well-being and mental health of children and young people throughout Northern Ireland.

In considering educational attainment, children and young people in Northern Ireland generally out perform their counterparts in England, Scotland and Wales in terms of academic achievement overall (including General Certificate in Secondary Education (GCSE) results, and A-Levels). However, when one considers the link between socio-economic status and educational attainment, a more worrying trend emerges. Using evidence of children and young people entitled to free school meals (FSM) as a suggested poverty indicator, it is noted that those not entitled to FSM outperform those who are and by some distance. Put simply, those from lower socio-economic backgrounds consistently fail to perform well in terms of academic achievements. Furthermore, it has also emerged that almost half of all Catholic girls growing up in lower socio-economic backgrounds go on to higher education, whereas less than a third of Protestant boys from similar backgrounds do. Additionally, 7 out of the top 10 areas of lowest educational attainment
are classified as Protestant. When you consider the potentially significant effect that this has on lifetime opportunities for children and young people growing up in Northern Ireland it is worth analysing youth unemployment figures and comparing them to the rest of the United Kingdom. Statistics released in 2013 point to an increase in the number of young people seeking work, with Catholics worse off than their Protestant counterparts. However, a more worrying trend developing is the growing number of young people between the ages of 16-24 years not in education, employment or training (NEETs). This figure sits at 22.6% (2% higher than the overall UK average) and will continue to rise amidst this period of economic austerity.

When these data are taken together, evidence of a vicious cycle for children and young people growing up in certain parts of Northern Ireland becomes apparent. A significant section of children and young people are born into economic hardship primarily in areas scarred by the legacy of a political conflict. Their lower socio-economic position has the potential to impact on their ability to negotiate the traditional risks associated with adolescent transition into adult life. Many of them, understandably, are unable to do so. The most socially deprived areas in Belfast are also areas where ‘peace walls’ or interfaces between communities are prominent, are areas of lowest educational attainment with the fewest amount of children and young people progressing into third level education, and are places where youth unemployment runs highest. The deleterious impact that (un)successful negotiation of these risk factors, and the attendant hardship for children and young people, particularly on their mental health and well-being, must thus be considered a major cause for concern.

In 2012, the Office of National Statistics (ONS) commissioned a study that sought to garner deeper understanding on the wellbeing of the UK population. Northern Ireland scored particularly well, with the most optimistic and positive comments coming from children and young people aged between 16-19 years. However, despite this positive feedback, Northern Ireland has witnessed a sharp increase in the level of suicide, with young males at the highest risk. Recent research conducted by Tomlinson points to the onset of peace, and the absence of violence, to account for this alarming increase. Whereas before externalized male aggression was more socially acceptable, internal feelings of guilt, shame and social isolation have subsequently resulted in a rise in male suicide. The recently commissioned cross-border study entitled Young Men and Suicide highlighted that the number of people, in particular young men, taking their own lives in Northern Ireland has risen from 159 in 2001, to 313 in 2011. This dramatic rise has seen Northern Ireland go from having the lowest to the highest rate of suicide in the UK. Nolan sheds further light on this worrying trend, commenting: ‘For the past two years there have been about five times as many suicides as fatal road accidents – despite an investment of over £32 million in suicide prevention since 2006.’ In addition, the number of young people taking anti-depressants has dramatically increased in recent years, all of which paints a rather bleak picture on growing up in Northern Ireland. Moreover, there is a paucity of information that has examined the efficacy and youth uptake of mental health provisions available. Haydon and Scraton highlight this problematic:
Across Northern Ireland, over 20 per cent of children under 18 suffer significant mental health problems… [yet]…despite forming 25 per cent of the population, under 18’s receive less than 5 per cent of the mental health budget.

Recent findings have confirmed that young people continue to experience serious issues when accessing mental health provisions. Hanna et al. found that many young people are unaware of various mental health service provisions and reported that even if more information were provided, many of the young people in the study would be reluctant to avail of such services. This research found that young people:

‘may be deterred from accessing such services due to the worry it may affect their future careers, feelings of embarrassment, a belief that counselling is ineffective and a belief that they should be able to deal with their problems themselves.’

It is apparent that this is an area which needs further investment as the provisions that are in place to assist young people in coping with the challenges associated with growing up in this period of transition are chronically lacking.

**Conclusion**

Nearly 30 years ago, during one of the worst periods of the conflict, Bell found that:

… young people themselves are experiencing a specific material situation. This is the generation whose birth coincided with the onset of the ‘troubles’. The ghettoization of residential life since then has affected them perhaps more than any other age group. Their physical mobility is restricted as are their opportunities …

In the period since the pivotal ceasefires which led the way for peace, it is clear that many young people continue to experience a very ‘specific material’ situation. The young people of 2013 are a generation whose birth coincided with the onset of the peace process and the signing of the peace agreement. However, many continue to experience restricted opportunities as a result of sustained ‘ghettoization’, social and material deprivation. As many children and young people attempt to navigate their way through the various risks in a transitional society, it is evident that a sizeable number still endure the impact of the conflict and have experienced detrimental effects on their lifetime opportunities and overall well-being. Therefore, despite living in a ‘post’ conflict society, much research has concluded that growing up remains both challenging and dangerous.

Notwithstanding the importance of research thus far which highlights the on-going impact of growing up amidst sporadic inter community violence, residential segregation, or exposure to paramilitarism, we echo the views that these issues continue to be grounded in deeply embedded
structural problems. As noted, discussions that frame the lives of children and young people growing up in Northern Ireland primarily in terms of their fears surrounding inter community violence with the perceived ‘other’ mask the underlying social problems that the post-agreement era has failed to take hold of, including, but not limited to, lower levels of educational attainment, high rates of drug/substance misuse amongst marginalised young people, and high levels of childhood poverty and social deprivation. Gandhi once stated that “poverty is the worst form of violence” thus recognizing poverty to be the root of all ills and the reason why progress cannot be made. Poverty, like conflict, injures people by subjecting them to a general restriction of their human potential. Many communities across Northern Ireland face the same socio-economic struggles today, which were experienced before and throughout the conflict. Therefore, further focus is needed on developing a better understanding of what growing up in the ‘new’ Northern Ireland really represents, particularly amongst those children and young people who are living in communities experiencing high levels of social deprivation and hence are situated at the sharp edge of Northern Ireland’s transition.
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